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What is the reason for increased height?

• More control over
environment

• Changes to growing
methods

• Modern robotics

V

• Cost

• Planning
• Local impact

• Versatility



Polytunnels









Defused Glass



New generation high light transmission diffuse glass

Diffuse glass is not new

Hammered glass Low iron 2 AR diffuse glass

Characteristics:
- Low light transmission
- High breakage

Characteristics:
- > 95% light transmission
- Tempered
- High UV-values



Diffuse light

Diffuse light has a positive effect on the crop (source:
WUR 2013)
Smooth, uniform light without harsh shadows



Effect of diffuse glass on light distribution on crop

Improve horizontal light distribution



Effect of diffuse light on crop development

Improve vertical light distribution



Effect of diffuse light on crop development



What does diffuse glass do?

oBy making the light more diffuse, you can add more light, and
allow the acceleration of cultivation.

o Less photo-inhibition due to less (direct) light.
oModerate climate in the greenhouse.



What does diffuse glass do?

Diffuse light
tomato 8 – 10%
more yield

Only the effect of diffuse light, not taking into account the
additional light due to AR surface.



What does diffuse glass do?

Diffuse light
sweet pepper + 5% more yield

Only the effect of diffuse light, not taking into account the
additional light due to AR surface



What does diffuse glass do?

Diffuse light
cucumber 4 – 10%
more yield

Only the effect of diffuse light, not taking into account the additional light due to AR surface.



What does diffuse glass do?

Diffuse light
roses + 5%
more yield

Only the effect of diffuse light, not taking into account the additional light due to AR surface.



What does diffuse glass do?

25% more potted plants with
diffuse glass & 25% bigger potted
plants, same quality.

Growth reduced to 16 weeks
(standard: in 22 weeks)

Source: Marcelis (2013)



What does diffuse glass do?

o Value to determine diffusion of a material

o Fraction of transmitted light which is scattered more than 1,5⁰ of the incoming incident angle.

o 0% haze: no diffusion, 100% haze: 100% diffusion.

o ALBARINO LOW (20%) – MID (50%) – HIGH (80%) HAZE



What does diffuse glass do?

“The higher the haze … , the higher the yield” (source: Jansen,
WUR 2013)
“Light is (almost) never too much” (source: Hemming, WUR 2016)
But the higher the haze, the lower the light transmission
Choice: depends on climate, geographic situation, crop, growth
strategy,


